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We continue our study of the characters of the Weyl groups of the simple 
Lie algebras, begun in [2], in order to find a unified theory using their common 
structure as reflection groups. Carter [l] dealt with the same problem for the 
conjugacy classes, and we will adopt his use of Weyl subgroups. In this paper 
we look at the Weyl group of type C or hyper-octahedral group-the wreath 
product C, 1 S, . We first construct the irreducible characters from those 
of the symmetric group and, like the conjugacy classes, they will be param- 
eterized by pairs of partitions. We shall then be able to give an algorithm 
generalizing the partial ordering on partitions given in [2], which will allow 
us to determine the irreducible constituents of the principal character of a 
Weyl subgroup induced up to the whole group. 
1. CONSTRUCTION OF THE IRREDUCIBLE CHARACTERS 
We shall adhere to the notation used in [2] and we refer the reader to that 
paper for the basic notation and terminology that we shall assume. 
Let G = W(C,)-the Weyl group of the Lie algebra C, . G is the split 
extension of an elementary abelian 2-group N of rank I by a group H, where 
H= S,, and H acts on N by permuting among themselves the I cyclic 
groups of order 2. Hence 1 G 1 = 2z * Z! N is generated by the I sign changes 
(i, -i) which interchange i and -4, 1 < i < I, and His the symmetric group 
on the symbols l,..., 1. In a similar manner to the symmetric group, the 
conjugacy classes of G are parameterized by pairs of partitions of 1 (see [l]). 
An (ordered) pair of partitions (h; p) of Z consists of partitions h, p such that 
1 X j + [ p 1 = 1. d will denote an appropriate set of double coset representa- 
tives, usually appearing in Mackey’s character formula. 
* The material in this paper forms part of a Ph.D. thesis submitted to the University 
of Warwick. 
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The following theorem shows how the irreducible characters of G may be 
obtained from those of the symmetric group H. 
THEOREM 1 .l. Let [ be an irreducible character of N, C = C,(c) and qb 
an irreducible character of C. DeJine a map 4 from thegroup NC to the complex 
numbers such that +(nc) = c(n) 4(c). Then 
(a) q5 is an irreducible character of NC, and we write+ = Q,b; 
(b) 4” is an irreducible character of G; 
(c) if& = l$bi , i = 1,2 then 41G = qJG if and only sf both & = “c2 
and & = h&for some h E H; 
(d) every irreducible character of G may be obtained in this way, i.e., 
has the form qSG for some 4. 
Proof. We may assume that as N is an elementary abelian 2-group 
[(i,-i)=+lforl<i<mandl;(i,-i)=-lform+l<i<Zfor 
some m, 0 < m < 1. Then we have C g S, x S, , where n = I- m. The 
symbols {I,..., m} will be called symbols of the first type, (m + l,..., l> symbols 
of the second type. 
(a) is clear from the construction as N n C = 1. 
(b) Certainly +“(I) > 0. By Mackey’s formula we have that 
MG, +“I = y; h4 7 y4kf)t 
where M = NC n (NC)g. As N Q G, A4 3 N, if (4M, r&,,-) # 0 then 
($N, %&) # 0 so that 4 = “f: and hence y  E C,(c) = NC. Thus only the first 
summand in the Mackey formula is nonzero, and as 4 is itself irreducible, 
4” is an irreducible character of G. 
(c) Suppose that +rG = +a” and put Ci = Cu(LJ, i = 1,2. Then using 
the definition of an induced character we see that q5iG(n) = / Ci I-‘&( 1)[1G(%) 
for all @E N. Hence ({,o)N = ([2G)N . If, for a contradiction, for all h E H, 
[r # fit, , then as G = NH, & # Q[2 for all g E G. Hence as N 4 G 
(51G, hG) = 1 (4-l > y52)N = 0. 
WA 
Thus (LG, LG) = GG>, , 5,) by F ro b enius’ reciprocity formula (referred to 
as “by Frobenius” in the future) 
= (51G, diG) = 0, a contradiction. 
Hence there exists h E H such that I& = h[a . It will now be sufficient to 
assume h = 1 and then to show that $r = #a . 
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Let5=5i,C=Ci,i=1,2,supposethat~,#~zandthat*,,~,,...,*I, 
are all the distinct irreducible characters of C. Let di = <i#i, 1 < i < k. 
By Frobenius, (cNC, $J = &(l) = &(l) = ai , say, so gNC = ai& + ... + 
u& + 0 where 0 is a character of NC such that (0, $J = 0, 1 < i < k. But 
1 c j + 0(l) = ura + ... + ak2 + 19(l) = {NC(l) = 1 C j so that f3 = 0. It 
follows by transitivity of induction that 
We may now compute (tG, gG). Let j G : NC / = t and set G/NC = 
{g,NC,..., g,NC}. Then 
(cc), = j NC: N 1 1 gi(. 
i=l 
Hence (tG, 5”) = ((cG)N, c) = 1 NC : N 1 = 1 C I. Our contradiction now 
follows from (1) because 
1 C I = (5’2 5”) = (t adiG, f ui4iG) 
i=l i=l 
3 (a, + a2>2 + as2 + ... + ak2 
> al2 + ... + uk2 
=ICl, a transparent impossibility. 
Thus I,& = #2 , completing the proof of part (c). 
(d) We use a combinatorial argument to show that all the irreducible 
characters of G may be obtained in the manner described. By (c), 4” deter- 
mines, up to conjugation, an irreducible character 5 of N where C,(t) E 
S, x S, , m being the number of symbols of the first type, n the number of 
symbols of the second type. Thus #J” determines uniquely an ordered pair of 
integers (m, n) such that m + n = 1. Also +” determines, up to conjugation, 
an irreducible character of S, x S, , so by [2], 4” determines uniquely 
partitions X of m and p of n; that is, a pair of partitions of 1. However, the 
number of irreducible characters of G is equal to the number of conjugacy 
classes of G which, in turn, is equal to the number of pairs of partitions of 1. 
Thus we have all the irreducible characters of G. 
In 1.1(d) we showed how to associate with a given +G, a pair of partitions 
(X; p). We therefore write+G as x(~;u), which thus parameterizes the irreducible 
characters of G by the pairs of partitions of 2. 
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2. Two LINEAR CHARACTERS OF G 
G has four linear characters, namely 
(i) the unit character 1, 
(ii) the sign character E: E (permutation) is the sign of permutation, 
E (sign change) is - 1, 
(iii) the long sign character 5: [ (permutation) is 1, E (sign change) is - 1. 
(iv) the short sign character 7:7 (permutation) is the sign of permutation, 
7 (sign change) is 1. 
(The last two names were chosen because 5 takes the value -1 on the 
reflection corresponding to the long root in the Dynkin diagram for C, , 
and 7 takes the value - 1 on the reflections corresponding to the short roots). 
We shall be interested in 4, 7 rather than 1, E as in the symmetric group. 
However, the distinction is merely notational as we shall point out at the end 
of Section 3. 
The (regular) Weyl subgroups of G are of the form 
SA, x ‘.. x SA, x W(C,J x .” x W(C,J, 
where C hi + C pi = I, and so may be parameterized by a pair of partitions 
(A; CL) of 1. We write the Weyl subgroup as lV(A;~) . 
In the rest of this paper, A, p will denote partitions of m, n, respectively, 
where m + n = I and h = (A, ,..., A,), p = (pi ,..., pQ) and the parts of A, 
p are in descending order. 
Let DfAiU) be a pair of diagrams for A and Z.L obtained by filling in the frames 
associated with h and p with the symbols { l,..., Z, - I,..., -I} in any order, 
such that the moduli of all the numbers appearing are distinct. It will be 
convenient to write Dt,;,) = DA U 0,. WcAiIL) may be considered as the row 
stabilizer I?(Dc\:~,) of the diagram DtAiu); that is, the group of row permuta- 
tions which permute the symbols in each row of D, and in each row of D, 
and which can change the sign of any number of symbols in D, . We define 
(p’; A’) to be the dual of (A; /A), and similarly define the dual of a frame, 
diagram or Weyl subgroup. 
G We now show that [Wow, and &(,..,., contain the irreducible constituent 
puu) 
THEOREM 2.1. 
(a) (5iSIAzu) , ~(~“9 = 1, 
(b) (7&,,;A,r , x”“‘)) = 1. 
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Proof. (b) will follow easily from (a) using the fact that 7 = l t and that 
EX (A:u) = xwA’)~ 
(a) Set W = Wthlpj . 
Now if (SwncNc)Y, (y~)~n(~Cd f; 0 then (EWTVJ , W)W~N) f 0. Let 
N = Nr x Na where NI is the group generated by the sign changes on the 
symbols of the first type and N, is generated by the sign changes on the 
symbols of the second type. Assume that D, is filled with the symbols { 1,. . . , m} 
and D, with the symbols {m + l,..., Z} so that W n N = N,. So (tNNz, p$NJ # 0 
and as Na < N we see that (Y&,,Z = tNz = lNa , by definition of +$. Smce 5 
takes the value 1 on Nr , “5 = 5 so y  E NC = C,(c). Thus only the first 
Mackey summand is nonzero and 
as W < NC so that W = (W n N)(W n H) (cf. Lemma 3.2 below), and 
4 = &,/J. Therefore 
(5wG, XfAZU)) = 1 * (hv,xw, > h.v,xw,> 
= Cl,? (xA)wA)uwu * (x”>wJ 
=l by Frobenius and [2]. 
Thus xc”;‘“) occurs in [$tn.fij and &(,,.,, and is the only such character,4 
as will follow from Section 3 (it may also be proved directly). 
3. AN ALGORITHM FOR W(C,) 
We define a reflexive, antisymmetric relation on the pairs of partitions of 1, 
which will determine exactly which irreducible characters occur in eWG, for 
a given Weyl subgroup W of G. 
Let (a; /3) and (h; p) be pairs of partitions of I, and by the usual abuse of 
notation, we shall refer to the frames also as (a; /3) and (h; CL), respectively. 
Write (h; CL) + (a; B) if (a; /3) may be obtained from (X; p) by 
first (a) removing connected squares from the end of a row of X and placing 
them, in the same order, at the bottom of p; 
then (b) repeating (a) with squares from dzyeerent rows of h; 
481/33/I-5 
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then (c) reordering the resulting rows so as to give frames of a pair of partitions 
(Y; S), say; 
finally (d) moving up inside y  and 6, according to the usual partial ordering on 
partitions, so as to obtain 01 and p, respectively (so y  < CL and 6 < /I). 
+ is reflexive and antisymmetric but not transitive as (2; 0) -+ (1; 1) and 
(1; 1) --f (0; 12) but (2; 0) + (0; 12). 
The main result we are after is the following. 
THEOREM 3.1. 
We first prove a preliminary lemma. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let W = Wtnirr) . Then 
(a) W = (Nn W)(Hn W)and(Nn W)n (Hn W) = I.IjaZso 
y  E H, C = C,(c) for some irreducible character 5 of N 
(b) WV = (N n Wy)(H (7 WV) and (N n WV) n (H n WY) = 1 
(c) NC n Wu = (N n Wy)(C n WY) and (N n WV) n (C n WY) = 1. 
Proof. (a), (b) are clear. 
(c) Let x E NC n WY and so by (b) x = tic = glh for some %E N, 
c E C, n; E N n WY, h E H n W’J. Hence n-liir = ch-l E N n H = 1 so 
n=n;andc=h.ThuscECn Wy,nENn WY,andxE(Nn Wy)(Cn WY). 
The rest of (c) follows easily. 
Proof of 3.1. Set W = WcAiu) and suppose that (twG, x(“:~)) # 0. Now 
and as G = NH we may suppose y  E H. Therefore there exists y  E A such 
that (y&NcAWV, +,,,,y) # 0. Let I 011 = m, / /3 / = n and let N = Nr x Na 
where &,‘(a, -a) = + 1 for (a, -a) E Nl , <(a, -a) = - 1 for (a, -a) E Na . 
By Lemma 3.2 
0 # (I‘$vmvY T &NCnwJ = (“&nJv” ) iNnWYwj.J;VnWY Y &r&p> 
so that 
(Y&+a, lNnw!J f  0 and (“t&)W’ 9 #jq,,,Y, # 0. (4 
Hence y~Nnwvy = SNnWY . But as 4 takes the value - I on all sign changes in G 
we have that N n WY < N, . 
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Now WV defines a diagram D~,,;J and since N n W’J < Ns , all the symbols 
(assumed positive) in D, are of the second type. We may also assume, using 
a row permutation in WY, that any symbols of the second type in D, lie at the 
ends of the rows. Hence we may remove squares from D, and place them at 
the bottom of D, (so that moved squares in the same row remain in the same 
row) and then reorder the rows to obtain a diagram D(vi6) of a pair of partitions 
(y; 6) of I such that D, contains all of the symbols of the first type and D, 
all the symbols of the second type. This corresponds to operations (a), (b), 
and (c) of the definition of +. So to show (X; CL) + (a; p) we only have to 
show y  < 01, 6 < /3. 
Byconstruction Iyj =m=lol(, 161 =n==[PI. By(2) 
WC, WY 7 Y&vY> # 0 
and as [H = lx we have (I cnwn, , I/&,~~) # 0. As C z S, x S, we see that 
C n WV s (S, n WY) x (S, n WY) and since 1+4 = xa . ~8 
(1 S&WY , X~ms,nw”)tl s,nw 9 Xos,nW”) f  0. 
But we also have that S, n WV = R(D,) = WY--a Weyl subgroup of S, . 
Similarly, S, I? WY = R(D,) = W, . So, using Frobenius, (1 SW, xU)( l$*, xs) # 0 
and it follows from [2] that y  < 01 and 6 < 13. Hence (h; cc) + (a; /3). 
Conversely, suppose (h; p) 4 (a; #I). Therefore we may move parts of rows 
of X across to p to obtain a pair of partitions (y; 6) of 2 such that y  < (Y, 
6 < p. Hence 1 X / 3 1 y  [ = / 011 = m. Define DcAiu) to be a diagram of 
(h; p) filled with the symbols {I,..., I} such that {I,..., m} all occur in D, . Let 
W = WC,,;~) = R(D,,;,,). Then N n W < N, by construction and so 
t&w > 5mw) f  0. As Y < (Y, 6 ,< /3 we have, by [2], that 
and this is, by the proof of the first part of the theorem, the first summand in 
the Mackey formula for (swc, ~(~~8)). Hence (EwC, x’“:~)) # 0, proving the 
theorem. 
In order to prove a duality relation for -+, it will be convenient to extend 
it to a partial ordering <. 
DEFINITION. Let (;\; p), (a; /I) be pairs of partitions of I. Then (X; CL) < 
(a; /3) if we may obtain (a; /3) from (X; CL) by 
(a) removing a square from the end of a row of h and putting it at the 
bottom of p”; 
(b) repeating (a) as many times as is necessary, obtaining a pair of 
partitions (y; 6) of 1; 
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(c) moving up inside y  and 6 to obtain (Y and j3, respectively (so that 
Y G a> 6 G PI. 
It is clear that (h; p) < (a; /3) if and only if (a; /3) may be obtained from 
(X; p) by a repetition of the operations involved in the algorithm for -+. 
LEMMA 3.3 (Duality Relation for <). 
(A; p) < (a; /3) if and only if (/I’; (Y’) < (p’; A’). 
Proof. As < is a partial ordering, we assume that (a, j?) is obtained from 
(h; p) by moving only one square. Using the duality relation for partitions 
in [2] we may assume that this square is moved across from h to p. Thus we 
may move one square from /? to LY to obtain (h; p) from (a; B) and hence 
(p’; xl) is obtained from (F; cu’) by moving one square from /3’ to 01’. Thus 
(B’; 4 < ($; 0 
COROLLARY 3.4 (Duality Relation for +). 
(A; p) + (a; /3) if and only if (/3’; 01’) -+ (p’; A’). 
Proof. Assume that (X; p) + (a; fl). Then using Lemma 3.3 we have that 
(fl’; 0~‘) < (CL’; h’). It will be enough to show that when we move rows from p’ 
to 01’ we do not split these rows up. But rows moved across from h to p in the 
operation (X; CL) + (a; /3) are not combined, so taking duals we have the result. 
We now easily see the following. 
THEOREM 3.5. 
(tGw(*;&) 3 Xta16) > # 0 + (k I.4 - (a; 8, 
(&((rr,;n?) , x-) > # 0 0 (a; B) - (k 4. 
Proof. The first part is Theorem 3.1. The second part follows from the 
first by using the duality relation for ---f and noting that 11 = 65 and •x(~:B) = 
xw’:o’)~ 
COROLLARY 3.6. s?&;,, , 7/&p..x, contain x(A;u) as the unique common 
irredwible constituent. 
Proof. By Theorems 2.1 and 3.5 and the antisymmetric property of +. 
Remark. Multiplying the terms in Theorem 3.5 and Corollary 3.6 by 5, 
we obtain the characters 1 and E instead. Since [$A;~) = $“:A), similar results 
hold for these two characters provided we agree to write x(u:~) instead of 
X Lw* 
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